Motor Controllers, Magnetic

See General Information for Motor Controllers, Magnetic

Investigated to ANSI/UL 508

Magnetic motor controllers
Model(s) 8501RS41P14V14, 8501RS41P14V17, 8501RS41P14V20, 8501RS41P14V24, 8501RS41P14V36, 8501RS41V14, 8501RS41V17, 8501RS41V20, 8501RS41V24, 8501RS41V36, 8501RS42P14V14, 8501RS42P14V17, 8501RS42P14V20, 8501RS42P14V24, 8501RS42P14V36

Open type motor controllers
Model(s) 8501KFDR12V12, 8501KFDR12V14, 8501KFDR12V17, 8501KFDR12V20, 8501KFDR12V24, 8501KFDR12V36

Investigated to ANSI/UL 60947-1 and ANSI/UL 60947-4-1A

Open type, motor controllers
Model(s) 8501KFDR12V14, 8501KFDR12V17, 8501KFDR12V20, 8501KFDR12V24, 8501KFDR12V36
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